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Introduction 

For many practical applications of ion RFQ linacs, for example 
implantation, one needs the high accuracy of repeatability of a beam main 
parameters from a set to a set of irradiation. A qualitative run of the 
proposed designs depends on operative field-'control in an RF cavity. It is of 
prime importance for accelerators with focusing by the accelerated field that 
determines both the longitudinal and transverse beam characteristics . 
Experimental investigations show that the ion energy spectrum at the exit of 
RFQ- structures essentially depends on the RF field amplitude and its 
departure from the optimal value. For example, as the RF power decreased 
to some value, the beam component with basic energy disappeared and a 
number of spectrum lines from the injection energy (about 100 ke V) up to 
0.7 of the regular value of this structure (about 1.4 MeV) appeared. The 
widths and the ratio between the amplitudes of the lines are defined by the 
RF field value. This effect in combination with the magnet separator at the 
exit of the accelerator was used in ref. [1] for studying the features of the· gas 
target radiation that is produced by the H· beams with different energy. The 
possibility of simultaneous using a number of different energy ion beams, . 
with· the suitable RF field change and control, in ~a single acceleration 
structure is of great interest for ion implantation. The development of a 
simple and reliab1e procedure for operative and nonperturbative control of 
the accelerated field is · an essentially actual problem for the recently 
proposed implanters with varying of the resonant frequency of the structure . 
arid changing of the RF field value in a suitable algorithm [2,3]. In that case, · 
the traditional method of the. RF field amplitude control by using the loop 
for the RF power measurement, is a problem because of the complicated 
frequency dependence of the cavity shunt impedance in a w!de range of 
frequency variation. . 

Secondary particles, which are produced and leave the cavity under 
the RF field, can be used for the optimisation run of the linac cavities 
unloaded by a· beam. In particular, some information· about the cavity 
operation condition can be obtained by secondary electron fluxes which are 
produced between drift· tubes in the longitudinal [4] and transverse [51 
directions. The complicated character of the cavity RF fieldsstrongly affects 
the initial energy distribution · of the electrons and their flux time
dependence. As a result, information about the RF. field at the electron 
production point is distorted. In this connection, the use of photons with 
different wave-lengths for transfer of this information is of interest. Photons 
can be produced by both autoelectron emission [6] and electron 
bombardment of nearest electrodes. The proved in [7] method of the RF 
voltage amplitude estimation by the bremsstrahlung spectrum from the 
electrodes (see in [8]),which is produced by the autoemission electrons, needs 
very long time for the information s'griAg N Q ~hours, depending on the 
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RF power level in -the cavity. 
However, the absence of the 

. interaction between the photons and 
the cavity field and the possibility of 
separation of the most interesting 
near-electrode· areas by appropriate 
optics [9] allow the photons to be 
used as an effective tool for
nonperturbative control of RF 
cavities. 

Light radiation at the exit of RFQ 

The nature of the. light 
· radiation. at the exit of RF linac· was 
studied in [I 0]. The investigations 
have been performed with cavities of 
two types of accelerators: space 
homogeneous.. [II] and space 

inhomogeneous [I2] RPQ. The light 
radiation was detected by a 
photomultiplier plac'ed at L ~ 20 em 
froni the exit. hole of the accelerator. 
The photocathode .plane." was ·· in. 
parallel with the accelerator axis. 
This measurement geometry didn't 
hinder the normal run of the 
accelerator with a beam and 
practically eliminated registration. of 
light immediately from the cavity. 
The RF power in the. cavity was 
controlled by a loop. Both the signals 
- from the loop and from the 
photomultiplier - were digitised with 
a I JlS separation interval and entered 
into the computer for processing. 

Fl. · 1 Th 1- d . 1 f · The experiments show that the g. . e norma tse current s1gna · rom . 
photomultiplier (dashed line) and RF RF_ _PO\~er pulse causes . hght 
power signal (solid line) time- radiatiOn m the beam transfer hne at 
dependencies for two types of cavities: the exit of the cavity. The shape of 
~pace homogeneous (a) and space the normalised current signal from 
mhomogeneous (b) RFQ; the photomultiplier and the RF 
c - the signal from photomultiplier · · 1 r. h f 
followed by control beam pulse. power stgna 1rom t e two types o 
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cavities for different materials of the vacuum chamber wall in. the region of 
the registration are plotted in Fig I. The wall of stainless steel was used. or 
the wall was covered by aquadag. 

The presented results are typical for a wide range of the input RF 
power levels. For comparison, the current signal from the photomultiplier 
(in the same conditions of its run) followed by the light radiation of the · 
residual gas with a shorter control beam pulse from ion injector, when 'RF 
power was switched off, is plotted in Fig I. c. 

The ·light radiation intensity ( ly ) , which accompanies RF pulse, 
essentially depends (see Fig 2) on the input level of RF power (Ua is the loop 
signal), on the wall material in the region of registration and decreases 
(under other equal conditio.ns) with moving away from the cavity exit' hole. 
For elucidation of the light radiation nature; the transverse magnetic field· 
(H:s;IOO Erst) was switched on immediately behind the cavity exit hole. In 
the control experiment it didn't perturb photomultiplier. This. field caused 
great decrease or everi total disappearance of the photomultiplier signal. 
The signal amplitude was restored by switching off the magnetic field. The . 
signal did not change after the vacuum pressure increased ten times in the 
cavity and few hundred of times at the photomultiplier location. In this 
connection, it can be deduced ·that the registered light radiation· is· not 
associated with electron~atom interactions in the residual gas. At the same 
time, the signal time-dependetic~ with respect to the RF power signal (fig 
I a, I b) is in good agreement with the corresponding time-dependence of the 
high energy component (Ec ~50 ke V, Ec max :::: 90 ke V)of the electro~ flux at 
the exit of the similar cavity [4]. 
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Fig.2. The light radiation intensity (I, ) vs RF power ( U,; is the loop signal) for two 
types of cavities: space homogeneous (a ) and space inhomogeneous ( b) RFQ. 
•- the vacuum chamber wall of stainless steel, 
+ -the wall covered by aquadag 
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The results' show that the light radiation at the exit of the cavity is 
mainly caused by the electrons with energy Ec $ 105 eV, which is in good 
agreement with the calculated RF field amplitude. These electrons are 
produced at the electrodes by autoemission, leave the cavity in the centreline 
direction, scatter by the electrical lens at the exit hole. and cause light 
radiation as a result of the vacuum chamber wall bombardment. ·In this 
case, , the major contribution to the registrated light in the wave-length area 
of the photomultiplier sensitivity probably comes from the transition 
radiation [6,13,14]. The fact that the RF power- dependence of the radiation 
intensity is strong (fig. 2) demonstrates the prospects. for further 
investigations of light photons produced at the electrodes inside and outside 
the cavities which can be used for RF field diagnostics and nonperturbative 
control of the beam parameters stability at the exit of the accelerator. After 
preliminary testing, this control can be operatively realised by irregular 
switching off the ion injector. 
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ApTeMos A. c.; Cw.uopwH A.O. 
CileTosoe HJJl)"leHwe Ha Bhixo.ue pe3oHaTOpa JJHHei 
H KOHTpOJJh y<;KOpHIOUJ.ero IlOJJH 

•· 
BhiCOKOe Kattecrso cH)"'Ka H. BOCnpoii3BO.UHM 

BmKHOH xapaKTepHCTHKOH .ruiH · RFQ~HMnnaHTepol 
npe~oJKeHHhiX npoekros JatiwcwT oT onepa~HBH< 
pe3oHaTope. Hpe.ucTaBJJeHhi pe3yJJhTaThi nepsoro 
~3JI)"lel;IHH mi Bhixo.ue HeHiUpYJKeHHhiX n,01KoM RF( 
HO-O.UHOpO.UHOH H IlpDCTpaHCTBeHHO-nepHO.UHqecK 
CWihHM 3aBHCHMOcTb HifreHCHBHOCTH CBeTOBOfO H3TI 
KaMepbl Ha Bb!XO.Ue anepTyphl pe30HaTOpOB, OT I 

3aBHCHMOCTh 3TOH HHTeHCHBHOCTH OT BaKyyMHhiX ' 
peJOHaTopoB (~· IllHpOK.OM;JlH·a~a30(!e ll3MeHeHHH• 
reHepHpyeTC.SI 3JJeK'fpOHaMH, ~hiXOJUiUJ.H~H qepe3 : 
6blTh ~CilOJ1b30BaHO .ll!IH. HeB03Mymatome~o KOHTp 
Macrnn~6e spet.1em~. . · . . " 

• Pa6oTa si.monHeHa. B Jla6opa-fopwli BhiCOKH~ 3 

: llpenpHHT 06be~HHel!HOrO HHCTHTyra iiJie'pHbiX· H 
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Articimov A~·s., ·sidori~ · A~O. 
. Light Radi~tion a~ the_'Exit of·RFQ and RF·Field ( 

A high quality of beams ~nd.n!~urrence of tht 
chanicteri'stlc • for RFQ~ion implanters .• A qualitati• 
depends on operative field control in a RF-caYit) 
.in~estigations of light emission at . ibe exit of H 
by a beam: are presented.' A strong dependence of 
on the material o( the vacuum chamber beyond tl 
on the RF pcl\ver value and independence of this 
inside and·outside the cavities (over a. large range ( 
This radiation generated by the electrons leaving the 
can be used for real~time nonperturb~tive RF-.fi~ld 

. The investiga.tion, has be~n performed at the Lab 
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